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Reaching for the stars!
Reach out for the stars!

Reaching...for you.

When I steal your heart,
When I feel your breath
When I caress your cheek
When I touch your lips, gradually.

When I steal your heart, (echoes)
When I ease your pain (echoes)
As I count your sighs (echoes)
When I blame your lies, tenderly.

I can't remember the moment that made you cry,
The cue.
I took your heart but you don't seem to mind.
Baby,

In return I gave,
All the lovers say
Especially for you
Make your dreams come true.

Anything, yes, some will go
Reaching for the stars
Reaching for the stars
Reaching all the stars!

Reach out for the stars
Reaching for you

When I steal your heart,
When I hold you tight
When I feel your heat
Might have been you, not gradually.

When I steal your heart (more and more)
When I make you cry (more and more)
As I count your tears (more and more)
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When I blend your fears, tenderly.

I still remember the moment that made you mine,
Your beauty.
I took your your soul but you don't seem to mind.
Baby

In return I gave,
All the lovers say
Especially for you
Make your dreams come true.

Anything, yes, some will go
Reaching for the stars
Reaching for the stars
For you, reaching all the stars!

Reach out for the stars!
Reaching for you!

Leave those bad thoughts far behind you,
Oh, baby feel, baby set the roll-self.
Look inside us in the starlight
You can feel it, see it burn so bright!
Tonight!

Reaching for the stars, for more than years to come.
Reach out for the stars, for you.
Reaching all the stars
Free yourself.

Reach out for the stars, hey
Oh, you can free yourself,
Love and free yourself.
Feel it,

Live and free yourself!
Love and free youself!
Live and free yourself!
Love and free yourself, feel it!

Live and free yourself!
Oh, love and free youself!
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